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Abstract. The paleoclimate record is information-rich, yet signifiant technical barriers cur-
rently exist before this record can be used to answer scientific questions. Here we make the
case for a universal format to structure paleoclimate data. A simple example demonstrates the
scientific utility of such a self-contained way of organizing coral data and meta-data. This ex-
ample is generalized to a universal ontology that may form the backbone of an open-source,
open-access and crowd-sourced paleoclimate database. The format is designed to enable se-
mantic searches, and is expected to accelerate discovery on topical scientific problems like cli-
mate extremes, the characteristics of natural climate variability, and climate sensitivity to var-
ious forcings.

1. Introduction

Science is based on building on, reusing and openly criticising the
published body of scientific knowledge. For science to effectively

function, and for society to reap the full benefits from scientific
endeavours, it is crucial that science data be made open.

Panton Principles [Murray-Rust et al., 2010]

In the past decade or so, the paleoclimate community has em-
braced these principles to a remarkable extent, so much so that a
vast number of proxy records from all parts of the world are now
publicly available through online databases like the International
Tree Ring Data Bank [ITRDB, 2009], the National Climatic Data
Center1 or PANGAEA 2. The benefits of making this information
freely available are immense. In principle, it may:

• facilitate reproduction of published results, a core principle of
modern science

• enable the exploration of all available data, and ease compar-
isons between all relevant proxy records through meta-searches.

• serve as the basis for multiproxy reconstructions of past cli-
mates

• widen the of citizen participation to individuals outside the
relatively small community of climate science specialists

Yet, as currently archived, this information does not allow to
answer relatively simple questions like: “ How anomalous is twen-
tieth century climate in the context of the past 2,000 years?” or
“What is the relationship between climate forcing and observed cli-
mate variations in the paleoclimate record?". To be sure, no simple
answer is expected to either question; nonetheless, a persistent and
seldom-recognized barrier to the optimal use of this information is
that the diversity of proxies, measurements, and chronological in-
formation requires a flexible format that maintains sufficient meta-
data. So far, no universal format has been established to do so
optimally; the synthesis of climate proxy information is therefore
labor-intensive, unnecessarily tedious and increases the probability
of introducing human errors.

Such obstacles to the access to, and analysis of, paleoclimate
data would largely vanish if data and metadata were archived in
a machine-readable format, as has been demonstrated in other
scientific domains (e.g. BioDash [Neumann and Quan, 2006],
QuakeML [Schorlemmer et al., 2004], GenBank [Benson et al.,
2011], MAGE-ML [Spellman et al., 2002]). Microarray exper-
imental metadata and parameters can be searched and complete
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datasets rapidly retrieved from two centralized best-practice repos-
itories, Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) [Edgar et al., 2002] and
ArrayExpress [Parkinson et al., 2007]. This ability to rapidly con-
struct novel datasets with all appropriate data and metadata has en-
abled data-mining and machine-learning algorithms to be applied
to a much wider dataset than ever possible before. Such work, to
give but a few examples, has allowed for the discovery and valida-
tion of robust biomarkers for organ transplant rejection [Chen et al.,
2010], characterize gene function [Pierre et al., 2010], and detect
patterns of gene coexpression [Adler et al., 2009] . Similar break-
throughs would be possible in climate science if online archives
conformed to relatively simple principles.

In this article we discuss the benefits of designing a universal,
self-contained and flexible format for the archival of paleoclimate
data. To further motivate this technical operation and illustrate its
scientific merit, we start by describing a currently existing format
used in recent publications, demonstrating how it can enable rapid
information extraction. We then propose desirable extensions of
this format, motivated by broad scientific goals. Finally, we dis-
cuss the pros and cons of our approach and outline an achievable
path towards the stated objectives.

2. The power of well-organized data

2.1. Database format

The USC climate dynamics group recently compiled all publicly
available coral records and archived them into a format suitable for
the Matlab programming language. The format organizes data as
a Matlab structure with fields describing the proxy class (in this
case class: 'CORAL'), the type of measurement (e.g. δ18O ,
Sr/Ca , extension rate, fluorescence), includes the raw chronol-
ogy (chron) and raw data (data) as vectors, as well as metadata
such as latitude (lat, a scalar), longitude (lon, a scalar), the site
name (site, a character string), a quick bibliographic reference
(reference, a string), and a cite key to a bibliographical soft-
ware like EndNote or BibTeX. For a concrete example, consider
the Sr/Ca record from Palmyra Island from Nurhati et al. [2011].
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Figure 1. An information-rich representation of the coral database introduced herein. a) Location of each record,
stratified by proxy types δ18O (circles), Sr/Ca (squares), "other", (triangles, covering fluorescence and extension
rate)) coded by shape and most ancient age resolved. b) Proxy availability over time, against stratified by proxy type.

The corresponding database entry reads:

1 class: 'CORAL'
2 type: 'Sr/Ca'
3 chron: [1347x1 double]
4 data: [1347x1 double]
5 year_i: 1886
6 year_f: 1998
7 raw_res: 1.0000
8 lat: 5.8833
9 lon: 197.9167

10 site: 'Palmyra'
11 reference: 'Nurhati et al [2011]'
12 cite_key: 'Nurhati2011'

Accompanying the aforementioned fields are others that are cal-
culated from them and enable a rapid parsing of the database. These
include the initial year present in the chronology (year_i), the fi-
nal year (year_f), the average resolution in months (raw_res).
Such quantities will soon prove useful to select records on the ba-
sis of their time coverage or resolution. In addition to these fields,
one may want to process the raw proxy information to obtain more
meaningful quantities. For instance, the data may have been col-
lected at uneven time intervals, so it would need to be interpolated
onto a regular time grid for certain types of analysis (e.g. spectral
analysis, EOF analysis) to be performed. In addition, a monthly-
resolved record such as this one exhibits a prominent seasonal cycle
that one may want to remove prior to analysis. This can be done
very simply by adding the corresponding data vectors chron_reg
and data_reg, the new resolution res (in this case, res = ...
raw_res = 1) and a vector of monthly anomalies anom).

1 data_reg: [1347x1 double]

2 chron_reg: [1347x1 double]
3 res: 1.0000
4 anom: [1347x1 double]

This strategy had the advantage of enabling a “journaled” ap-
proach to data processing; it makes clear which transformations
(e.g. standardization, detrending, deseasonalization) were applied
to each proxy record and enables users to go back to the raw data
and apply their own processing steps if so desired. Let us now see
what scientific information may be derived from this form of orga-
nization.

2.2. Analysis

The first thing one might want to do is visualize the spatiotem-
poral coverage of the database. This may be done in a few lines of
code, and is illustrated in Fig 1.

Next, one may want to inspect the data themselves. It is easy
to annualize all records (using DJF averages for those subannually-
resolved records) and assemble them all into a single matrix, which
is plotted in Fig 2 to obtain a synoptic view of the dataset. The well-
documented tendency for negative δ18O and Sr/Ca values in the
late twentieth century (probably due to large-scale warming and/or
reorganizations of the hydrological cycle, see Gagan et al. [2000])
is then immediately apparent.

Finally, one may want to perform a more revealing analysis of
climate variability as portrayed by these records. The extensive
meta-data and the structured array syntax allow the user to easily
subset records according to several criteria, e.g. finding records
containing δ18O measurements only, with a quarterly resolution or
finer, at least 100 years in length and overlapping. This leaves 25
records out of the original 67 (Table 1), covering the period 1893 to
1984. These records can be readily annualized (taking December-
January-February averages for monthly records, cold season aver-
ages otherwise), assembled into a matrix and an empirical orthog-
onal function (EOF) analysis [Lorenz, 1956] may be readily per-
formed.
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Figure 2. Synopsis of the coral matrix. Colors represent Z-scores with records sorted in alphabetical order.

Table 1. List of coral records used for the EOF analysis of Fig 3. The records were obtained from the full database (illustrated
in Fig 1) after applying the following conditions: δ18O only, quarterly resolution or finer, at least 100 years long, and overlap-
ping. Time resolution is expressed in months. The quantity ρ represents the linear correlation to local temperature derived from the
HadSST2 dataset [Rayner et al., 2006]. Correlations are assessed using a non-parametric Monte Carlo test against 1000 isopersistent
red noise timeseries ; significant correlations are denoted in bold.

Site Type Resolution Latitude Longitude Range ρ Reference
1 Abrolhos δ18O 1 28◦S 114◦E 1794–1994 -0.27 Kuhnert et al. [1999]
2 Amedee Light. δ18O 3 22◦S 166◦E 1660–1993 -0.24 Quinn et al. [1998]
3 Bunaken δ18O 1 2◦N 125◦E 1860–1990 -0.21 Charles et al. [2003]
4 Clipperton Atoll δ18O 1 10◦N 109◦W 1893–1994 -0.27 Linsley et al. [2000]
5 Guam δ18O 1 13◦N 145◦E 1790–2000 -0.32 Asami et al. [2005]
6 Ifaty δ18O 2 23◦S 44◦E 1659–1995 -0.11 Zinke et al. [2004]
7 La Reunion δ18O 2 21◦S 55◦E 1832–1995 -0.07 Pfeiffer et al. [2004]
8 Laing δ18O 3 4◦S 145◦E 1884–1993 -0.37 Tudhope et al. [2001]
9 Lombok Strait δ18O 1 8◦S 116◦E 1782–1990 -0.13 Charles et al. [2003]
10 Madang δ18O 3 5◦S 146◦E 1880–1993 -0.22 Tudhope et al. [2001]
11 Mafia δ18O 2 8◦S 40◦E 1622–1722 -0.20 Damassa et al. [2006]
12 Mahe δ18O 1 5◦S 55◦E 1846–1995 -0.32 Charles et al. [1997]
13 Maiana Atoll δ18O 2 1◦N 173◦E 1840–1994 -0.46 Urban et al. [2000]
14 Mentawai δ18O 1 0◦N 99◦E 1858–1997 -0.37 Abram et al. [2008]
15 Moorea δ18O 2 18◦S 150◦W 1852–1990 -0.06 Boiseau et al. [1998]
16 Ningaloo Reef δ18O 2 22◦S 114◦E 1878–1995 -0.24 Kuhnert et al. [2000]
17 Palmyra δ18O 1 6◦N 162◦W 1886–1998 -0.62 Cobb et al. [2001]
18 Rabaul2006 δ18O 1 4◦S 152◦E 1867–1997 -0.23 Quinn et al. [2006]
19 Rarotonga(2R) δ18O 1 21◦S 160◦E 1726–1996 -0.18 Linsley et al. [2008]
20 Rarotonga(3R) δ18O 1 21◦S 160◦E 1874–2000 -0.20 Linsley et al. [2006]
21 Ras Umm Sidd δ18O 2 28◦N 34◦E 1751–1995 -0.24 Felis et al. [2000]
22 Secas δ18O 1 8◦N 82◦W 1707–1984 -0.11 Linsley et al. [1994]

The first mode of this EOF analysis is presented in Fig 3. As
expected, the spatial pattern of sea-surface temperature (SST) as-
sociated with this mode bears a strong resemblance to El Niño-
Southern Oscillation (ENSO), as confirmed by its temporal ex-
pression (PC1), which displays maxima and minima coincident
with known ENSO events. The MTM spectrum of the mode re-
veals a relatively strong annual component and dominant interan-
nual variability, consistent with what is independently known about
ENSO [e.g. Sarachik and Cane, 2010]. The relative area covered
by each circle illustrates the magnitude of the EOF coefficients (

“loadings”), while the color refers to their sign (after multiplying
δ18O values by -1 so that negative excursions in oxygen isotopes
correspond to positive temperature anomalies). Their signs are con-
sistent with the ENSO thermal signal expected in each isotopic
record, though the disparate amplitudes reflect the varying influ-
ence of other factors (climatic or not).

That a pan-tropical network of subannually-resolved coral
records may capture ENSO variability has been amply demon-
strated before [Evans et al., 2000, 2002]. It is merely confirmed
by the present analysis, with the difference that this information
was extracted in less than 200 lines of code (including visualiza-
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Figure 3. First EOF mode of the network of 25 δ18O records presented in Table 1. (top) EOF coefficients (blue < 0,
red > 0) overlain on a map of HadSST2 DJF temperature regressed onto the first principal component. δ18O values
were multiplied by -1 so that positive excursions correspond to warming temperature; (bottom left) timeseries of the
first principal component; (bottom right) Multi-taper spectrum [Thomson, 1982] of the first principal component; note
that the y-axis is the product of the power by the frequency so that the relative area under the spectrum is preserved
in this logarithmic scale. Numbers refers to the period of oscillation in years

tion) and can be easily modified for different data selection criteria,
which amount to a mere logical indexing of the Matlab structured
array. The main reason for the conciseness of this code is the con-
sistent format associated with each record, which enable very easy
manipulations of the dataset. In the next section, we describe how
simple extensions of this principle of data organization may enable
much richer scientific questions to be asked of paleoclimate proxy
networks.

3. The paleoclimate database of the future

Given the imperfections of each proxy type, the value of infer-
ring climate information from multiple proxy classes is no longer
in doubt [e.g. Mann, 2002; Li et al., 2010; Wahl et al., 2010], and
indeed forms the basis of surface temperature reconstructions of
the past millennium and beyond [Jones et al., 2009; NRC, 2006],
which have wide implications in the public sphere. The recent com-
munity focus embodied by the PAGES 2K project3 illustrates the
widespread recognition of the importance of pooling together all
the proxy information available over the Common Era to enable
new scientific discoveries to be made.

Three leading questions motivated the PAGES 2K data collation
initiative:

1. What did the main patterns and modes of climate variability
on sub-decadal to orbital timescales look and operate like?

2. How does climate variability and extreme events relate to the
important primary forcing factors, namely orbital, solar and vol-
canic?

3. What feedbacks operated to modulate the climate response?
In an ideal world, the first two questions could be answered rel-

atively easily by applying machine-learning and signal-processing
algorithms to an internally-consistent database gathering all pale-

oclimate records contributed to date. Our world, as it stands, is
far from ideal, but relatively simple steps, which we describe next,
should improve upon this situation.

3.1. Attributes of an ideal database

An ideal data format would conform to the following attributes:
1. Parsability: the format should be self-contained (hence

machine-readable), and would therefore enable a semantic web
[Berners-Lee et al., 2001] of paleoclimate information.

2. Universality: the format should be platform-independent
(readable on all computer and operating systems), and language-
independent (readable in major programming languages like For-
tran, C, MATLAB, R, Python, IDL and NCL/PyNGL). It should
also be accessible via an OPeNDAP protocol 4 to ensure that users
rely on the most up-to-date information prior to conducting anal-
ysis. A natural way to achieve this is to code the database in a
flexible, universal markup language like XML, which satisfies all
three requirements.

3. Extensibility: the format should require a minimum set of
fields to appropriately define a paleoclimate record, but allow for
the database to grow organically as more records are added, or –
equally important – as more metadata are added to existing records.

4. Citability: a legitimate concern amongst scientists who gen-
erate paleoclimate observations is that their work be given due
recognition in subsequent analyses and syntheses. Currently, the
NCDC relies on an honor system, but one could imagine easier and
more stringent tools. This could include, as in the database de-
scribed in Section 2, electronic references to publications (such a
digital object identifiers, EndNote or BibTeX cite keys) embedded
in the data format. This would allow the automatic citation of peer-
reviewed articles as well as data citations [Killeen, T., 2012] when-
ever a data record is being used for analysis. For instance, Table 1
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Figure 4. Preliminary ontology describing relationships between the data and meta-data fields of the Nurhati et al.
[2011] climate record. Several fields are viewed as instances of larger classes (ProxyClass,Site,Reference), which
would allow computers to perform operations on all records within a specific class (e.g. if the measurement type is
δ18O , or if the proxy class is ’Tree Ring Width’, or if the resolution is less than 3 months, etc). All records in such
a database would be bound to each other by similar links, allowing machines to automatically process any form of
query involving existing information. Such a design would also allow growth, by adding records and/or additional
information about each record.

was created automatically in Matlab (using LaTeX conventions) to
make due recognition of scientific work an automatic part of pale-
oclimate data analysis. This principle should be foundational to a
universal paleoclimate data format.

5. Ergonomy: The format should be easy to use, update and
manage.

In practice, two elements are necessary to a semantic database.
The first is an ontology, which describes the objects and the rela-
tionships between them. The ontology provides a standardized vo-
cabulary within the domain. A minimal ontology can specify those
elements of the data necessary to describe the experimental land-
scape; it further prevents semantic confusion on terminology (e.g.
defining the characteristics a “chronology"). When extended, an
ontology also allows for formal reasoning and inference about data
based on a hierarchy of classes, known properties of these classes,
and relationships between particular instances of these classes. As
an illustration, a basic ontology describing relationships between
the data and meta-data fields of the climate record described in Sec-
tion 2.1 is given in Fig 4.

The second element needed is a way to store this information.
A natural way to achieve this is to code metadata and data as a
Resource Description Framework (RDF), a standard for modeling
data interchange on the web, which itself can be expressed as an im-
plementation of an eXtensible Markup Language (XML). A graph-
data format for representing information, RDF is in fact the back-
bone of a semantic web (Fig 4). There are already libraries for
creating, writing, storing, searching, and analyzing RDF databases
available in open-source languages like R and Python 5. It is read-
ily serializable as XML text files. Open-source database backend
“triple stores” also exist that make it possible to store RDF in a
manner that facilitates distributed querying. When made available
as SPARQL endpoints, the data within can be queried across the
internet. While much of this is also true of storing data in a re-
lational database, storing data in a triplestore does not require a
priori schema, unlike relational databases. Both the ontology and
data in RDF are expressed as a series of three component state-
ments or “triples”: a subject of the statement, a predicate express-
ing a property of the subject, and an object related to the subject
via this predicate. For instance, in the expression "trees only grow

on land", the subject of the statement is “trees”, the object “land”,
and the predicate relating the two is “only grow on”). Objects of
one statement can also be subjects of another statement, thus cre-
ating a limitless graph (or network) of information. To extend a
dataset requires only adding additional triples. Querying a triple-
store can be done without prior knowledge of the structure of the
data. Perhaps most importantly, dramatically fewer limits, if any at
all, are placed on the extensibility of a dataset when compared to a
relational database where the initial choice of schema can limit the
types of information that can be recorded and the types of queries
that can be performed. Currently, strong initiatives are underway to
share graph-model data in the domain of Health Care and Life Sci-
ences (HCLS) data, including the Bio2RDF and Linked Open Drug
Data (LODD) initiatives, but it is easy to envision a near-future
where paleoclimate records will be parsable via knowledge-search
engines like Wolfram Alpha6.

3.2. Building a universal database

We now consider practical steps to achieving these objectives.
The standard should be widely-adopted, which requires collec-
tive discussion and community consensus. This paper serves as
a blueprint for the elaboration of a format of optimal use to the
scientific community.

An important problem to address is to ensure that scientist who
take the time to upload their data to online repositories a) conform
to this new data standard ; and b) do not face significant additional
time burden for doing so. This can be done most effectively by pro-
viding them with spreadsheet or web-form templates, which does
not require any programming expertise and will automatically or-
ganize the data into a form that can be converted to the desired
one. The complexity of the data network in the backend should be
largely or wholly invisible to the scientist sharing data. Once up-
loaded, however, the full extent of this data network complexity, in-
cluding any raw and processed data as well as metadata, should be
easily ported directly into analysis tools in a manner similar to that
employed by the BioConductor package [Gentleman et al., 2004],
where entire microarray datasets can be imported directly from Ar-
rayExpress or GEO into R for analysis.
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Another important consideration is scalability: it should be easy
to nucleate the database using existing efforts (like that above) or a
similar initiative in R (vpIR, T. Ault., pers. comm. 2012). It should
also be easy to grow given a backbone. This leads to the definition
of a minimal information standard (part of the ontology) neces-
sary to define a paleoclimate record. At a minimum, it would seem
that the record should include: a chronology (timeseries of dates,
one date per sample), one measurement timeseries (one proxy ob-
servation per sample), latitude, longitude, site name, and biblio-
graphic reference. Of course, considerably more information could
be added, and indeed, should be. For instance, age model uncer-
tainties in non-annual proxies are best assessed if the actual radio-
metric dates are available, not just the one age model selected for
analysis and publication. One may therefore need to define a stan-
dard format for geoscientific chronologies as part of the ontology,
incorporating raw measurements so that the chronology can be up-
dated in the light of different calibrations (e.g. updates to the “ra-
diocarbon curve”) as was done (manually) in Anchukaitis and Tier-
ney [2012]. This process is currently labor-intensive, and need not
be. Additionally, one should be able to add as much metadata as
is thought relevant. One could think of adding information about
experimental protocol, proxy interpretation, uncertainties, instru-
ment precision, sample number, reproducibility, as well as track-
ing various processing steps applied to the raw data (e.g. isotopic
corrections, standardization, detrending) as illustrated in Section
2. This method of defining a minimal information standard has
proved successful with microarray data, where MIAME (Minimal
Information About Microarray Experiments, [Brazma et al., 2001])
specifies those core elements for recording data and its provenance,
experimental protocols necessary, and versioning.

4. Discussion

This article has proposed a new, self-contained way to describe
and store paleoclimate data. It is intended as a blueprint to spark
discussion among the community, and to hopefully lead to the im-
plementation and deployment of one such technology in the near
future.

The large-scale adoption of such a system would profoundly
affect the way we do science. As demonstrated in Section 2.2,
a rich data format means that more information can be extracted
with less effort from the user. The XML-based format we propose
here would enable proxy records to be viewed as instances of cer-
tain classes of objects, thus enabling object-oriented programming
to be applied to paleoclimatology. A universal, open-source data
format would quickly enable software libraries to be built around
those objects, and would apply, by design, to all objects within a
class. Making this code widely available (perhaps on the same Web
servers as the data themselves) would enable paleoclimate scien-
tists to easily apply sophisticated data analysis tools to their own
data before sharing it, even without much programming knowl-
edge.

In a nutshell, a semantic web for paleoclimatology would allow
the power of automation to enter the study of past climates. This
would first change the way paleoclimate records are compared to
each other, a task done routinely in paleoclimate studies. Currently,
each new record is typically stacked against existing ones and a
comparison is made. The choice of records used in this compari-
son is partially dictated by scientific considerations (e.g. “proxies
sensitive to the Pacific Decadal Oscillation”), and partially dictated
by ease of access. A universal data format would ensure that all the
information relevant to a comparison would be gathered using ob-
jective criteria, and using the most appropriate methods (e.g. tak-
ing time uncertainties directly into account). Further, a semantic
web would radically change the way paleoclimate information is
used to evaluate general circulation models (GCMs), an endeavor
at the heart of initiatives like the Paleoclimate Modeling Intercom-
parison Project (PMIP). It would also transform the integration of
paleoclimate records with instrumental variables (i.e. climate re-
construction), again allowing records to be included in a recon-
struction only if they fit certain objective criteria (e.g. “give me all
annually-resolved records located within 30 degrees of the equa-
tor"). Coupled to process-based models of proxy behavior, it would

eventually enable the assimilation of paleoclimate data into climate
model trajectories. All these tasks presently require sophisticated
tools and a daunting amount of human resources, chiefly provided
by volunteers. These tasks would be considerably eased by agree-
ing upon a common data standard, whose overhead cost would be
negligible once the submission of proxy records to online databases
is designed to structure the data to conform to these standards (via
web forms or spreadsheet templates). Indeed, since a majority of
paleoclimate scientist already send their data to the NCDC or PAN-
GAEA, there would be little additional work involved for them
once the submission process is standardized.

On one hand, this semantic web is expected to bring many bene-
fits: increased relevance of paleoclimate data to future climate pro-
jections, increased transparency, increased accessibility, increased
reproducibility, and increased educational opportunities. On the
other hand, one may easily imagine a scenario whereby inade-
quate algorithms will be thoughtlessly applied to crunch through
the database and come up with absurd answers to irrelevant ques-
tions. Obviously, automation will never be a substitute for knowl-
edge, and expert judgment will always be critical to the interpreta-
tion of any result derived from paleoclimate records. The solution
to such problems is more collaboration between all members of
the paleoclimate community ; a common language to describe such
data can only help this objective. Furthermore, malicious or igno-
rant use of climate data is already performed routinely by climate
change deniers, and a paleoclimate semantic web would do little to
change this.

The evolution we propose parallels that of other data-driven
fields like bioinformatics, whose recent history has shown both the
power and limits of automation. A semantic web of paleoclimatol-
ogy would create much of the same opportunities, and likely much
of the same pitfalls. Yet, in this field as in others, the advantages
seem to far outweigh the disadvantages: a self-descriptive database
of paleoclimate proxies means that paleoclimatologists will be able
to put their data in a larger, more useful context, spend less time
accessing data, and more time thinking about the scientific impli-
cations of their results. Who wouldn’t want that?
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Notes

1. http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/data.html
2. http://www.pangaea.de/
3. http://www.pages-igbp.org/workinggroups/2k-network
4. http://opendap.org/
5. http://code.google.com/p/rdflib/
6. http://wolframalpha.com
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